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I HE WINNING TEAM

Writers, Ad Men Shine
At Fresno Conference
SJS journalism and advertising students led the field in competition at the California Intercollegiate Press Conference in Fresno Saturday.
Competing against 14 other four-year California colleges, SJS
won three first places, two seconds and a third. There were eight
categories. Winners were:
News writingJim Drennan, Spartan Daily editor, for stories on
*Madera County murder and resignatibn of Madera Planning Commission; written during contest.
First place.
Feature writingMax Shapiro,
ex-Spartan Daily fine arts editor,
for feature on Coney Island; writKappa Tau social fraternity will ten during contest First place.
be installed into Sigma Phi EpsiAdvertisingJerry Ulrich, exlon national fraternity Saturday Spartan Daily advertising staff
at the Hawaiian Gardens, 1500 Al- member, for Spartan Bookstore
maden Rd., at 9 p.m.
ad layout; created last semester.
According to Martin Quinn. First place.
Editorial writing Charlene
Kappa Tau president, the fraternity received final approval from Shattuck, Spartan Daily society
Sigma Phi Epsilon Dec. 20, 1957. editor, for editorial on science
Quinn stated that the group has education; written during contest.
been making plans to enter the --Second place.
News photographyGene Tyler,
national fraternity for the past
Spartan Daily photo editor, for
year.
Sigma Phi Epsilon is the second photo of Spartan band; made last
largest national in number of semester.Second place.
Sports photographyGene Tylchapters. Other California chapters are at University of Califor- er, for basketball photo; made last
nia at Berkeley, and Santa Bar- sernester.Third place.
The conference was attended by
bara, University of Southern Calimore than 300 persons, representfornia and San Diego State,
Sigma Phi Epsilon was founded ing all state colleges except Humin Richmond College Nov. 1, 1901. boldt State, in addition to the UniSan Jose State will have the Cali- versity of Southern California,
Redlands and Pepperdine. A numfornia Epsilon Chapter.
Kappa Tau has been the last of ber of junior colleges also were rethe local fraternities on the SJS presented, but their entries were
campus. Sigma Phi Epsilon will judged separately.
join 13 other national fraternities
here.
There will be an initiation banquet following the installation.

Kappa Tau
Goes Nat’l

Fraternity mow
Open Rush Meeting
Eta Mu Pi, national honorary
fraternity for business administration and marketing majors, will
hold an open rush meeting tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. at the YWCA,
for all men and women students
interested in becoming members
this semester.
To become a member of Eta Mu
Pi, a student must: 1) Be an upper-division business administration or marketing major; 21 have
a 2.5 or better grade point average in business courses taken or
for an over-all average; and 31
attend the rush meeting to be held
at the YWCA, on the corner of
Second and San Antonio streets,
at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow.
Sign-ups for this meeting should
be dropped in Eta Mu Pi’s announcement box across from room
TB 137 by 12 noon tomorrow.

Five victorious &IS students hold the trophies
they won in competition at the California InterCollege Press Assn. Conference In Fresno Saturday. Top (left tee right) are Jerry Ulrich, first in
advertising: Gene Tyler, second in news photog-

raphy and third in sports photos; and Max Shapiro, first in feature writing. Bottom (left tee
right are- Charlene Shattuck, second in editorial %% citing; and Jim Drennan, first in news writing.photo be Bole Kindle.

Dr. Edward Teller
Jose
San
Survey
Gets
Speaks Tomorrow
Blood Drive Date
Changed, March 18 Santa Cruz Response

The date for the .campus blood
drive has been changed to March
18, according to the Student Activities Office. It was originally
planned for March 14.
A slogan contest with a $10 first
prize and a $5 second prize was
started yesterday and will last until Friday. The slogan should contain 10 words or less.
Entries may be deposited in
"Slogan Contest" boxes located in
the Spartan Book Store, Student
Activities Office and Student Union.
A poster contest starts today
and will close Monday, March 10.
Acording to Don Brown, member
of the Community Service Committee, the posters should be approximately 15x20 inches. Brown
states that all entries should be
turned in to Student Activities
Office.
The first prize in the poster contest will be $15 with a second
prize of $5.

world wire

ompiled from United Press
Conferences on the Indonesian crisis and the proposed summit
conference were held yesterday. Today’s news also includes Gov.
Goodwin J. Knight’s decision to call a special session of the State
Legislature.
.
*
President Sukarno and former Vice President Mohammed Hatta
conferred for 90 minutes in Jakarta yesterday on the Indonesian crisis
which threatened to plunge the nation into civil war.
The meeting came amid mounting pressure from all major political parties, with the exception of the Communists, for the two national
heroes to work out a solution together.
British explorer Vivian Fuchs, first man ever to lead an
expedition clear across Antarctien, began preparing yesterday to
return to Britain %%here piddle acclaim anti a knighthood await
him. The Fuchs party is expected to leave McMurdo Sound by
ship later this week for New Zealand, u here the explorer will
board an England -bound plane.
.0,
President Eisenhower conferred with Soviet Ambassador Mikhail
A. Menshikov yesterday on conflicting U.S. and Russian terms for
holding a cold war "summit" conference.
Menshikov said after the 40-minute White House meeting that
he had "a friendly and useful" conversation with the President. He
refused to go into detail.
Soviet sources said in advance of the meeting that Menahikov
planned to emphasize Moscow’s willingness to be "flexible" in arranging for the heads -of -government meeting.
*
Governor Knight yesterday called a special session of the Legislature to consider 27 different items. Items on the special session
call included education and taxes.
The special call was issued shortly after the governor met with a
delegation of leaders from the Senate and Assembly who urged him
to call the special session as soon as possible.
Pay-telesision of the San Francisco Giant hraehatl games will
not be possible until July. at the earliest, it sects announced VP
ieeday by Mathew Fox, president of Skiatron, the closed-circuit
Tv company. And, Fos added, it Is possible’ there mei) tee no payTV of the Giants’ genies at all.

Dr. Harold M. Hodges’ sociological surveys, planned for this semester, are blossoming into prominence.
After Dr. Hodges’ announcement
last week that a group of SJS
students would interview approximately 300 residents in a 10
square-block area of downtown
San Jose late In the semester, the
city of Santa Cruz contacted Dr.
Hodges and now arrangements are
under way for a similar survey
there.
However, there is an "if" attached to the Santa Cruz venture.
Dr. Hodges, assistant professor of sociology, had planned the
San Jose survey with approximately- 25 students in mind. Although more than 88 students
signed up for the program, he
isn’t sure if 30 of these would
he willing to work in Santa
Cruz.
"But if we can get enough sill dents to spend a couple of weekends over there, we’re definitely
in business," Dr. Hodges said.
NEEDS 30 FOR SANTA CRUZ
Dr. Hodges says he needs 30
students because "we’re going to
interview more than 800 residents
in Santa Cruz, as compared to 300
in San Jose." The Santa Cruz program is set for the two weeks following Easter vacation.
The area to he surveyed
located In the western end of the
city, In a 30 -block section behind the amusement center.
Dr. Hodges says the Santa Cruz
Redevelopment Agency plans to
turn the locale into a park, and
officials want to know where residents can afford to move.
PROGRAMS SIMILAR
"This area isn’t quite as deteriorated as the section to be sur-

veyed in Sas-dese," Dn Hodges
said, "however, we still plan to
conduct the two programs along
the same lines.’s
The San Jose survey will be held
south of Market and Santa Clara
streets. Residents will be asked
about their attitudes, habits, leisure-time activities, education, milgious and political backgrounds,
family life and prejudices. "We
may not go into quite as much detail at Santa Cruz," Dr. Hodges
said.
Santa Cruz has agreed to a
$2000 contract. Approintately
$800 of this will go for salarien.
Students will be given $1 per
interview, the same as in San
Jose, Gas mileage of 7 cents permile also wilt be paid.
INTEREST IN PEOPLE
Dr. Hodges emphasized that students wishing to take part should
"be interested in people and know
how to tactfully get along with
the public."
Interested persons may sign up
at CH 224. A tentative meeting
of interviewers has been called for
Feb. 13, 3:30 p.m., in CH 150.

Prof. Ryan To Give
Program Tonight

Dr. Edward Teller, often called
"father of the 11 -bomb," speaks
on "Science and the Cold War"
tomorro4, 8 p.m., in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Dr. Teller, professor of nuclear
’Physics at the University of Cali.
fornia, Berkeley, has been strongly
criticized in some quarters for his
claims that nuclear testing will
not harm the world.
In the Feb. 10 issue of Life
magazine, Dr. Teller was quoted
as saying nuclear testing would
cause little effect on the genetic
makeup of human beings.
This statement has been challenged by Nobel Prise winner Dr.
Linus Pauling, chairman of the
Division of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering at California Institute of Technology.
Tomorrow night’s lecture will be
sponsored by honorary scholarship
societies, Phi Kappa Phi, Sigma
Xi and Phi Beta Kappa, and the
college lectere committee.

Crowded Colleges
Present Problems
By BARBARA LUETT
Who should go to college?
This question is uppermost in
the minds of America’s educators
these days. Why? The answer is
because colleges and universities
are turning away more and more
students every year. These institutions just cannot accommodate
everyone.
There are 1900 colleges, junior
colleges and universities in the
United States with a total enrollment of 3.5 million students. This
figure represents 35 per cent of
the college -age population. By
1970. this percentage may exceed
50 per cent.
Because of this tremendous increase of students, educators are
being required to ,devise new selection and admission methods Si)
that every qualified high school
graduate has a fair chance to earn
a college degree.
DIFFICULT TASK
It is a difficult task, for there
are no real standards which can
be set. Not even high grade requirements can be a good basis for
admittance because there are students who do poorly in high school
and who are good students in college.
Some educators suggest weeding out at the end of the freshman yenr all those a lie. 110 elect
respond
to Iwo rietion.
Others suggest better preparation by high school students in
English, mathematics, science
and literature.
Dr. William J. Diesel, vice president of the college, expresses_ his
opinion of who he feels should attend college,
SACRIFICES NECESSARY
"All young men and women of
substantial intellectual endowment
who are willing to make the nee -

DA Louis P. Bergna
, Named as Speaker
or Deadline Dinner

District Attorney Louis P. Bergna of Santa Clara County will appear as the main speaker at the
fifth annual Sigma Delta Chi
Deadline Dinner, March 27, it was
announced today by Robert Craft,
chapter president.
Bergna’s topic will be "The Relationship of the Press to Law Enforcement."
The dinner will be held at the
Catholic Women’s Center, Fifth
and San Fernando streets, across
from the college at 7:30 pm.
"Dinners have been well attended in the past by students, faculty,
administrative heads of the colmembers of the working
The Don Slicluisid show sche- lege,
duled for Thursday night at 8 press and the public," said Gordon
will mark the radio-TV star’s first Greb, SDX adviser.
Bergna, besides his position as
campus appearance, according to
district attorney, is an assistant
his agent Howard Fredric.
Said Fredric: "Don is very busy professor of pollee at SJS. He has
and usually will not take any out- taught at the college on a partside shows. When Gordon Cease- time basis since 195.1. Courses uncia (chairman of the SOcial Af- der his instruction include crimfairs Committee) asked Inc to try inal law, criminal evidence, crimito line him up for the show, Sher- nal procedure and law of arrest.
A graduate of Santa Clara Uniwood’s answer at first was no.
"After a bit of talking, I finally versity, Bergna holds a B.& degot an okay. This is big first cam- gree in police and a bachelor of
law degree. He also attested
pus date."
Stanford University.
From 1948 until 1951, he served
as chief trial deputy for Santa
Clara County. In 1951 he entered
priviti prahttee. About five
months ago, Berens was appointed
district attorney
San Jose firemen arrived too
Bergna is married to the former
late yesterday to save Delta SigPat Siglin, who attended SJS.
ma Phi fraternity brothers’ dinner.
Tickets for the dinner will go on
A fraternity spokesman said
!sale this week in J2.
that Mrs. Helen Scott, cook, had

Sherwood Plans
First School Show

Thomas Ryan, associate professor of music will play a benefit
piano concert tonight at 8 in
Montgomery Theater of the Civic
Auditmiuni.
Professor Ryan’s performance
will include "Sonata in E minor"
by Beethoven. "Variations on a
Theme of Handel" by Brahms,
"Valse Nobles" by Shubert and
"Sonata" by Bartok.
Entire proceeds from the con
cert will be used to procure part
time counselors for the Famil
Service Association, Red Feather
Agzney.
Concert pianist, Ryan, has ap-.
neared in concerts in major US
cities including New York and San
Francisci.
placed a roast in the oven about
-Will a night rally held for com1 p.m., and about three and a half
ing ASR and officer elections Polk. Say No News
hours later when she opened the
make more students vote?
oven was greeted by a blast of
That’s the question that mem- In ATO Money Theft
flames and smoke. She was not inbers of Student Court will discuss
San Jose Police yesterday re- jured. but fraternity officials eswhen they meet today at 3:30 in ported that they had no new infor- timate the damage to the stove
the Student Union.
mation on the $810 theft from the and ceiling to be approximately
Last week Chief Justice Curt Alpha Tau Omega fraternity.
$100, including the roast.
Loft appointed two cocfrt members
Detective Sergeant Curt Bishop
Firemen brought a large fan to
to question Greek and independent said they were working on the the house, 124 S. 11th St., and
housing groups and determine if case, hut "no new leads" had been blew the smoke out of the buildthe housing groups will assist in uncovered The money, rent and ing. One’truck, two fit-p cars and
promoting such a project. Them dues collections, disappeared from eight fire fighters were involved
report is scheduled to he given the fraternity treasurer’s. room in the hassle,
today.
last Wednesday.
The brothers ate out last night.

Election Rallies
To Be Discussed
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Fraternity Food
Found in Flames

Injured Student
in ’Good’ Conditon

Authorities at O’Connor Hospital stated yesterday th,at Wayne
Warkwick, 18-year-old SJS student who was injured in an auto
accident Saturday, Is described by
doctors as being in good condition.
Warkwick, driver of the car,
and his companion, Sharon Butterworth, 18, dental receptionist,
were Injured when the car veered
off giiriToita /Went* ind struck- a
stump,

ofort, recreessary sacrifices of cm
ation. rest and money (the latter
we hope only temporarily to develop themselves into productive
citizens capable of dirt.cting and
managing the complex machinery
which keeps our nation running
shouid be given an opportunity to
attend college." he snot
Dr. Daniel says SUS students
should remember that the purpose of California State colleges
ite to open the chair (I, higher
.S1111111 ion to
I CO liable Noung
men and aMelt regardless of
their econ
lc resources. Hut,
he added that it be going tee hes
nessesseir. in MI r uvercreessded
colleges and ’miser:atlas, to turn
over more and more responsibility to thee students thenneeltes
for tlosir own education.
"Those who cannot or will not
drive and direct themselves, those
who feel no strong desire to develop their intellectual potentialities. those whose real interests lie
in such fringe benefits as sports,
social activities and fraternity life,
mut not be permitted to deprive
serious-minded students of a place
in college," Dr. Dinkel says.
President Eisenhower’s Committee on Education Beyond the High
School says, "If an unwelcome
choice were required between preserving quality and expanding enrollments, then quality should be
preferred."

Hearst Airs
Russ Trip
Newspaper publisher William
Randolph Hearst Jr. will discuss
his impressions of the current
Russian tsisition in the cold war
tonight at /I in the University of
Santa Clara Auditorium.
Hearst recently returned from a
second trip to the Kremlin, where
he obtained an exclusive four-hour
interview with Premier Nikita
Khrinitschev.
The same two who accompanied
Hearst on his visit to Russia. Bob
Considine, newspaper columnist,
and Frank Condi: executive editor of the Hearst newspapers, will
accompany him tonight and are
expected to participate in the
question -answer period following
discussion.

Nine Accreditors
To Be Here in Nov.
SJS will be visited by nine accrediting agencies Nov. 17-19, Dr.
Fred C. Hamlet:oat, dean of the
college, announced at Thursday’s
meeting of the college accreditation committee.
Organizations expected to tour
the campus are. Western College
Aram., State Department of Education accreditation Assn., American
Assn. of College Schools of Business, National Council of Schools
of Design. National Council of
Schools of Music, National League
for Nursing Inc., American Chemical Society, National Council for
Accreditation of Teacher Education and American Council of Education for Journalism.

O-A
The best way
to start being
a success
is to start
looking like
a success.
Our 6 month
Credit plan can
help you dress
in a way
to impress.

(LAP"
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ISPARTAN DAILY

Writer Observes
Campus Actions,

"I’ll Have The Law On You"

ve Daily Comment

Sounds, Attitudes

Readers’ Reactions, Reflections
Editor:
I am writing this letter to all of our students
who had the misfortune of reading the article by
Miss Cathy Ferguson, dated Thursday, Feb 2’7, entitled "Never Underestimate . . ." I feel compelled
to inform all of our students of the many misconceptions of Miss Ferguson.
First of all it seems that if the writer of the
article had her way, San Jose State would always
remain small time. Her article definitely implied
that the Alpha Tau Omega
Mathis
fraternity tried to exploit
Shows
and capitalize on Johnny
Appreciation Mathis and last year on
Satchmo" for the purpose of traternity rushing.
Her whole argument and entire article is obviously
contradictory. She mentioned Johnny Mathis didn’t
even know what type of an organization ATO (or
AOTsi was --this is absolutely true; he didn’t. He
only knee that this group was responsible for 456
of the tickets that had been sold for that performince Whoever or whatever the group was he
appreciated this fact and wished to show his appreciation. The fact he didn’t know what type of
organization it was proved ATO was not trying to
eXploit him.
In regards to Louis "Satchmo" Armstrong. again
Miss Ferguson has a misconception; "Satchmo" appeared at the ATO house in May of last year, three
months after fraternity rushing. If Miss Ferguson
would read tree editorial in The Spartan Daily after
his appearance, entitled "It’s Right Step to Bring
Satchmo Here," she would have noticed that ATO
was then congratulated for its keen interest and
insight in bringing top-name entertainment to our
Campus.
The Student Council has been diligently trying
to bring top entertainment to our campus for the
past three years, and on the one occasion that this
was done our students lost over $1000.
Alpha Tau Omega has always enthusiastically
supported any venture sponsored by the Student
Body or the downtown community, and I am sure
they will ’continue to do so regardless of this fallacious article by Miss Ferguson.
Withhold name
ASB 4099

Are Greeks Typical?
Editor:
I noted with interest the results of the Joe College and Betty Coed Contest. The boy and girl
voted most typical male and female college students
both belong to Greek organizations, so one might
assume that the typical student also belongs to a
Greek organization. But LS this the case?
No, I’m afraid that the Greeks are a distinct
minority among our 13,000 some student body. So
why should they be voted as typiA

Distinct
Minority

caNIV7e11. the Greeks employ the
same common sense principle tha?
the Biii,hiveks used quite well in 1917. Namely,
that an organized minority can whomp a disorganized or disinterested majority any day of the
week, and twice on Sunday.

When we see local, State, and Federal Issues
up for decision, it might be uell to remember this
bit of info, and act accordingly, lest an organtsad
minority scoots right into the White House. Con grads to Betty and Joe for giving us much food
for thought. Now if we can only digest it.
Dick Arnold
ASB A 3535

’Enjoyable Reading’
Editor:
Letters such as the one I am writing are probably not in style, but I would like to say that the
pieces by Poe and Ferguson on Feb. 27 were extremely enjoyable reading.
It is a delight to know that we have quality
writers with enough backbone to attack the smallness which most college-age people are coming to
cherish.
For the sake of general education, are Mr. Poe
and Miss Ferguson cousins?
James Garrett
ASB 1374

Greatly Shocked

Poe Forgot Something
Editor:
Although I must admit the glib Mr. Poe has a
way with a word. I do believe he forgot something.
One of the most striking characteristics of most
professors is laziness. They seem to mix it with
"humdrum humor."
Name Witheld, 5247

KANSAS CITY, Mo., (UP) Former President Harry S. Truman
and comedian Jack Benny will team up March 22 at a special concert
to help lessen the financial troubles of the Kansas City Philharmonic
Orchestra.
George Morgulis, business manager. said Benny will play the
violin and Mr. Truman will be master of ceremonies.
"Mr. Truman has said he won’t play the piano," Morgulis said,
"but eve believe he can tie persuaded to."

Mysterious ’Mrs. Calabash’
Is Subject of Comic Ballad
By HAZEL K. JOHNSON

Editor:
We were greatly shocked at the biased manner
in which Miss Ferguson wrote her story, "Never
Underestimate . . ." in the Feb. 27 edition of The
Spartan Daily. Such an article as this can produce
nothing but ill feelings and is certainly a poor reflection on our school.
From the information we gathered, the group
mentioned in the article was thanked by Johnny
Mathis for buying a large block of seats and not
for bringing him to San Jose to
Interest
appear. It seems to us that Mr.
And
Mathis thanked this group be Support cause he was grateful for their
interest and support. Miss Ferguson seems to have
the ridiculous belief that this group PAID Mathis
for mentioning their name. Certainly anyone who
would confuse a simple thank you for a cheap publicity stunt must have a warped sense of values.
If articles such as this are to continue to appear
in this fine paper, we have no alternative but to
believe that certain members of the staff are willing to step on anybody’s toes merely to stimulate
controversy.
We don’t think it was the "great unwashed
masses" that were fooled Monday night; we think
it was Miss Ferguson.
Withhold names ASB 1414, ASB 7232;
ASB 546

Truman, Benny Join

CC PC

HOLLWOOD, h.P The mysterious Mrs. Calabash that Jimmy
Durante has bid goodnight to for over a decade, received a musical
valentine last month with the release of.a ballad the comic once swore
he "wouldn’t let nobody do never."
Jimmy, who became eligible for old age benefits this week when
he reached his 65th birthday, at first refused to permit Verve Records
to release "Goodnight, Mrs. Calabash," a number in its new album by
the Don, Dick ’N’Jimmy Trio.
But after a successful conspiracy in Reim, Nev., during the holidays, to bring the banana -nose comic within ear range of the lullaby,
Durante not only gave his approval but agreed to sponsor the song.
Durante may have mellowed toward the use of the phrase (the
comedian controls rights to it 1, but he still won’t confirm that Mrs.
Calabash is his late wife, Jeanne.
Two years ago the comic admitted he "slipped" and might have
given away the answer to one of show business’ perennial puzzles. On
his Oct. 22, 1955, television show Durante sang a love song, "I’m Making Believe," to close the show.
When questioned, Jimmy admitted he had "waited to put that
song in that spot for years. Ya notice I said ’Calabash’ right after the
song, to connect the two."
But he has steadfastly refused to give any further hints and
extended the embargo to the song which was written by Normal Paul,
one of Durantc’s writers, and Iry Lubin.

By LARRY WATERS
The rain-laden ivy of archaic
the empty admin.
old La Torre
bldg. and its Spanish decor; the
buckle -butted froshness of the
well-heeled ivy -leaguer ... a stubbled, shaggy vet, his subsistence
looking meager; the hyper -friendly
greeting of a future young exec...
as he hefts his first martini in life’s
social climbing trek: the supermarket look of the Library in the
evening . . the checker’s smiling
shakedown of the knowledge -shoppers leaving; the Daily’s fancied
expert on opinionated lore . . .
rumor has its hogwash-- quoth tse
Raven never more; Daddy’s little
darlings in their two -tight capris’
. . . came to school to major in
M.R.S. degrees; the impersonal
automations of an IBM machine
. . . as it punches out a verdict on
Harry Ilighschool’s dream; and
4000 clean-cute co-eds marching
two and three abreast .
thrpugh
lascivious eye -ball alley where the
lgering judges rest,
Him Ina STATus QUOtes
pc overheard after opening his
grades envelope f
Reg. Off.
and m-eIng his Deplorable issarks,
"I thought they repealed prohibition."
. best rationalization c
from Pi -11{-A nho
blamed poor grades on Sputnik
... Social major had this to say,
"It isn’t the shame of poor
grades I mind, it’s the class discrimination."
and the philosophical ev-.June’ Grad., "I’ll du
better next year."
I WONDER . . . if censor-bait -

0
.’Pc2,7,...asmanamniwtandilli

244nteir9ed34,aast sseacnonjdoseclassalimcatiutsnrdertri.1
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ing Sherwood will comply.with the
rules and rep, of the Personnel
Deans and keep March 6’s show at
Morris Dailey"a credit to the
college." .. . if the newly planted
pansies in the Outer-Quad are a
by the grounds subtle little
1111.11 . . .
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SEE THE OUTSTANDING BOOK BUYS
San Jose Book Shop Has For You This Week!
CAllrORNIA WILDLIFE REGION RENAULT DAUPHINE OWNER’S
$300
52 00
HANDBOOK. r
Ose, SOOIk,,r
100 BEST WOODWORKING PROJECTS HYPNOTISM REVEALED by
.
Complete! Only
SI 20
IDEAS FOR BOOKCASES AND BOOK- MODEL T’’ FORD MANUAL
SHELVES. Only
SI
GOOD OL’ CHARLIE BROWN new LEATHER CRAFT BOOK . r
A
’ Peanuts- book!
SIAN
CASH FOR YOUR STAMPS by Henry AUDUBON’S BIRDS OF AMERICA.
Hausdorif. Only
ISS plates full color
...
Hundreds more to select from
Fiction, travel, biography.
musIc, art
c.c.
See these new books at bargain prices. now at
San Jose Book Shop. Com* early for a good choice!
If you want a book, ANY book ask us about ;t chances are we
can
you immediate information as to price, mac+ title and availability. If we don’t
hove it, we can get it for you promptly. If it’s craeofprint, we may still be
abe to get you a Ar-,-,1
coot!
E San Fernando
Best Seller
Open Till
Rprints
500 PM
for Lass
Thursday
CV S-5513
N.0

g

On.

San ose

OOKSHOP

Where there’s a Man...
there’s a Marlboro

WEE HOURS HOP
ROME, (UP)Ingrid Bergman
danced into the wee hours last
week with millionaire Swedish industrialist Lars Schmidt. But sh
had a friendly "No comment" on
rumors of a romance between
them.
The couple did a round of Roman
night clubs that did not end until
after 2 a.m.

The Spartan Daily is the result
of 38 students’ efforts, working
together. Reporters are assigned to
cover every activity on campus.
The paper is printed daily, conPhilharmonic officials said they hoped the concert will wipe out taining no less than four pages.
Second semester subscription fee
a $60,000 deficit carried over from preceding years. The ticket prices
for persons without ASB cards is
will range from $100 a seat down to $2.50.
$2 for the remaining part of the
The first half of the program will be light classical music. Mr. school year.
Truman and Benny, playing Slendelssohn’s Violin Concerto, will
appear after intermission.
Morgulis said it was Mr. Trum in’s idea to feature Benny on the
program The former chief executive talked with Benny recently in
Hollywood and learned he was going to play a benefit concert in
Chicago. Benny agreed to do the same in Kansas City.

Trashcans are provided at numerous locations on campus for
the disposal of paper and cigarette
butts. Students are requested to
use the containers. In this way,
students may do their part in
Maintaining a clean, well-groomed
eampus.

Need money fast? Small loans
of $25 to $50 can be made to students on a emergency basis. Men
students should see Dean Robert
Maritn in the Personnel Office,
women students ,nay contact Dean
Elizabeth Gr. "nleaf in the Activities Off

MEXICO CITY COLLEGE
The rutarefte

Spring Quarter

March 20 to June 5

Summer Session

June 23 to August 23

Short Summer Session .
Latin American Workshop .
Anthropology Field Study:
Ancient Mexico . . . .
Fall Quarter

June [3 to Augsf 1
July I to August 8
June 23 to August 23

Dna

DEAN OF ADMISSIONS
Mexico Cify College
Mexico 10, D.F.
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men that 100/114, like

Mild -horning Marlboro combines a prized
recipe (created in Richmond, Virginia)

and Camera Shop

of the world’s great tobaccos with a
GRADUATION
PORTRAITS

A long white ash means
good tobacco and a mild
Ft-noise.

cellulose acetate filter of consistent
dependability. You get big friendly flavor
with all the mildneK; a man could ask for.

October 6 to December 19

10,

Informsfion:

HOLLYWOOD
STUDIO

41 North First
CY 2 8960

The After Rower- of cellulose acetate (modern effective filter material) in
just one Marlboro Seleetrate Filter.
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[Spartan Baseballers AAU Open
rive for First Win SJS Swimmers

More than 100 collegiate wrestlers, including a full team from St
San Jose State, will see action Friday and Saturday in the annual
Pacific Coast Inter -college Wrestling Tournament to be held in
Spartan Gym.
Oregon State will be back to defend its title against 15 other
Pacific Coast wrestling teams. Coach Hugh Mumbis Spartan squad,
its record standing at 11 wins and two losses, placed seventh in the
meet last season

Drop First
Two Games
Of Season

Place In Meet

Four San Jose State swimmers ’ Bob Lim of the Spartan fresh,...iptured top positions in the Sec- man team was sixth in the men’s
ond Annual AAU open meet here 200-yard breaststroke, and Ron RiSaturday.
ley took home fourth place honArt Lambert finished fourth ors in men’s diving competition
Although the current SJS mat squad has no PCI champs, it does
In the men’s 100-yard freestyle with 254 20 points.
boast four grapplers who have scored heavily in the meet. Undefeated
eyent with a time of :34.4. Dale
Complete results:
Russ Camilleri, who has copped two second places in the tourney,
By LOU LUCIA
Anderson was two -tenths of a
Women’s 500-yard Freestyle: 1
paces the quartet. Camilleri, who competes now as a 177-pounder,
If at first you don’t succeed.
second slower, capturing fifth --C. von Saltza (SCSC), 2-K.
won the second spot last season in the 191-1b. division.
try, try again."
place.
Simicek (unattached). 3-1-K. BarHeavysseight Nick Sanger placed third in the 1857 meet,
Using the above motto to best
ry (S(’SC), 4- S. Honig 1SCSC1.
while Mary Rodriguez, 123 -pounder, was fourth. Speedy Ken
advantage, the Spartan baseball
5 C Simicek tun.) 5:49.4..
Spagnarla, a 167 -pounder and current mainstay on the local team,
team will again travel to BerkeMen’s 100-yard Freestyle: 1-R.
was third in the PCI eyent two years ago.
ley to have another "go" at the
Moore (Stan. ). 2-S. Skold (un.),
Action will be divided into four sessions with matches slated
Cal men, Saturday at 3:15 p.m.
3 M. Zeller (Stan.), 4 - A. LamThe Spartans haven’t had the
Friday afternoon and evening and Saturday afternoon and evening.
bert )SJS), 5-- D. Anderson (SJS),
sweet smell of success yet; they
Afternoon bouts will begin at 1 o’clock, while evening matches get
6 --J. Jorgenson (Stan.), :52.4.
have dropped two games, one to
under way at 7:30.
Women’s 220-yard Breaststroke:
Cal, 5-1, and one to Stanford, 8-2.
Preliminary matches are slated Friday afternoon, with quarter
1 -D. Ransom (SCSC), 2-K.
With five returning regulars
finals set the same night. Semi-finals and preliminary consolation
Triplett ISCSC1. 3 Judy Monson
Coach Ed Sobezak’s crew can blosaction is scheduled Saturday afternoon. Final consolations and cham(SCSC). 4 -J. Tate (SCSC), 5som into a winner as the spring
pionship matches will be staged Saturday evening.
Coach Bill Gustafson’s SJS gym- M. Jones (SCSC), 6-E. Jung (SC
nears. The vets are Harry Haley,
Student prices for Friday’s bouts is 50 cents, while the same
Bob Colombo. Jim Schmiedt, Bob nastics squad, with a record of SC), 2:50.8,
price will be charged for each session Saturday. A $1 ticket will allow
two wins and three losses, koes up
Men’s 200-yard Breaststroke: 1
Krail and John Rostomily.
admission to all four sessions.
The men who carry the Louis- against Cal Poly and Occidental at
-T. Peterson (Stan I. 2- D. Schville sluggers usually are far San Luis Obispo Friday.
aible (Cov.). 3. D. Kane (CrysIn its last meet Saturday after- tal). 4--G, Weaver (Stan.), 5-B.
ahead of the pitchers at this
Boasting a glittering record of six victories, one loss, and a tie,
early stage. Unfortunately, they noon the squad found itself strong Fuller (Stan.). 6-B. Lim (SJS),
the San Jose State boxing team drills in Spartan Gym this week and
all seem to be on the opposition enough to revenge an earlier de- 2:33.5.
next in preparation for the PCI Boxing Tournament, March 13-14-15,
feat by Stanford, 78-66.
(if the scores are any Indication).
Men’s 100-yard Butterfly: 1In Reno, Nev.
Mickey Zavack and Ted liogios Jurgenson. 2- Timken. 3 --M. Hull
Pres. John T. Wahlquist curThe Spartan ringmen suffered their first loss of the setift011
rently is warming up in the bull led the way with two first places (un.). 4 W. Black (Stan.), 5-M.
Saturday night, bowing to Idaho State. 6-2, at Pocatello, Ida.
pen for his March 18 toss to San apiece. Zavack finished first in Roach tun.). 6- S. Hull (un.),
Coach Julie Menendez’ lawals defeated the Bengali’, :WI -Viz, In
Jose Mayor Robert Doerr. The the rope climb and the swinging :59.8.
an earlier meeting in San Jose.
John Rostomily, first sacker and one of five regulars from (’each
Women’s 200-yard Backstroke:
noted San Jose battery will ap- rings. Bogios had a first in the
Nick Akana, the Spartan’s stellar 125-pounder, returns to deEd Sobezak’s 18-11 team of last year looks to future wins.-photo
pear before the Sacramento State trampoline and a tie for first in 1- Ransom ISCSC), 2-M. Midby Del Carlo,
fend his PCI title. He was second to Dick Rall in the national finals
tumbling.
game to be played here.
dlekauff (Stan. Hills), 3-K. Lanin 1957. "Windmiller" Welvin Stroud was a finalist in both the PCI
SJS also was helped by the re- thier (Coy.). 4 B. Kerridge (CryIt is hoped that the team is
and NCAA meets, while Stu Rubitte was runner-up in the NCAA event.
warming up to Sobezak’s "pitch" turn of Bob Davis in the all- stal); 5- M. Janes (SCSC), 6-D.
At the beginning of the 3eason. Menendez claimed that his
that they improve on their 18-11 around class. His injured arm well, Scoville (SCSC), 2;371,
loam iYas facing "the toughest schedule in its history." His
mark of last year. Pitching may Davis picked up points in six
charges came through In fine fashion, however, to capture wins
Men’s 200-yard Backstroke: 1be the deciding element. If the events. Davis placed first in free 11. Wegeman (tin.). 2 %V. Mehl
over Cal Poly (twice), University of Nevada. Camp Pendleton
exercise
and
second
in
the
allpitchers can keep the opposition
(Stan.), 3--B. Hamilton (Stan.).
Marines, Idaho State and Wisconsin. The Spartans gained a 4-4
reasonably in check the team can around class.
4-S. McConnell (un.). 5--B. M11:draw with Michigan state.
SJS grabbed first and second liman (SFS), 6-4. Treder
move to the credit side of the
The locals registered a 6-2 mark in dual meet action last season.
places in trampoline with Ted 2:17.7,
Records of current Spartan regulars stand as follows: T. C. Chung,
While San Jose State’s fresh last week. Backing up Socks will ledger.
Larry Williams, Ron Roe, Al- Bogios finishing first and Bob
Men’s 440-yard Freestyle: 1 2-0; Bob Tafoya, 3-0-1; Akana, 6-2; Stroud, 5-2-1; Rubine, 5-2-1; Jack track team travels to Stanford to- be Larry McFarland and Chuck
Haywood second.
Moore, 2 E. Henshaw (COP), 3-Coolidge, 4-2-1; Ken Christensen. 1-3; Archie Milton, 6-1-2; Dave day to tackle the Indian froth, Polizzi, both of whom are potential len MacIntyre, Bill Leach and
Tom Smothers came through Zeller (Stan.), 4-8.. Basal (un.).
Larry Peterson Will be the ones
Nelson, 5-2-1; and Paul Buck, 0-1-1.
the Spartan vars!.y prepares for 200-ft. javelinist.
with a first in parallel bars. Smo- 5- -Timken (Stan.), 6-J. Adams
future.
A note from Athletic News Director Art Johnson informs us that its Saturday clash with the "big"
In the 440. SJS will go with to watch in the
When a team does not have long thers has had a first place in this tun), 4:56.0.
SJS will not, as has been the custom in the past, have tickets avail- Indians. The Frosh meet starts at Paul Valerie and Chuck McNeil.
prowess, the pitching event In four out of five meets.
Men’s Diving: 1- E. Schlkting
able on campus for the NCAA boxingmeet.Tickets may be obtained 3:30 p.m. at Palo Alto.
Valerie hoofed the 352 in 38.0 last ball hitting
Next to the trampoline, the (on.), 2- M. Devine (un.), 3-J.
and a few runs arc the buoyant
time
good
exceptionally
week,
an
from the following outlets in the Sacramento area: Associated Student
The varsity got its first taste of
v.-as
rings
swinging
SJS’s
strongthe team’s head
Stone (tin.), 4 R. Riley (SJS), 5
Store, University of Calif., Davis; Associated Student Office. Sacra- competition last week in the In- considering the fact he ran into a factors in keeping
above water. SJS is in such a est event, with Zavack’s first fol- --S. Jackson (Stan.), 6-M. Naymento State College; Hales Men’s Shop; The Sport Store; and Aud- terclass meet. SJS Coach Bud stiff gale most of the way.
position. Sobczak has described lowed by Bob Davis third and one (VSC). 274.85.
torium Club.
Winter is hoping his charges can
Wilton Jones and Wilkins will his team of being weak in fence Mike Bozo fourth.
pull an upset against the touted be the Spartan hopes in the broad- rattlers, and is looking toward
Indians.
consistency.
Jump.
Coach Bill Gustafson’s Spartan gymnastics team is currently half
Spartan sprint star Rapid Ray
wa,y through its biggest schedule in history. The SJS squad sports a
Norton should he in good shape
mark, with five dual meets remaining on its slate. The locals
after two outstanding perfonw
notched a "revenge" victory over Stanford Saturday to snap a three
ames in the interclass. Norton
meet losing streak.
Although not racing under San
ran ’7.8 in the 75-yard dash and
One of the Spartans’ strongest events is the trampoline. Ted
Jose State’s gold and white colors,
16.8 in the 180 -yard scoot. The
Bogios, Bob Haywood, and Johnny Johnson provide the locals
members and ex-members of the
latter time, however, was rewith a strong nucleus in this event.
Spartan Ski ’team distinguished
corded with excessive wind.
Bogios, a newcomer, is tabbed by some observers as the brightest
themselves during the weekend in
Expected to help Norton in the
Coach Yosh Uchida beheses the man among the four lumlists lic competition at the Powder Bier I
SJS prospect in years. Haywood, a returnee, is pushing Bogios for the
sprints will be Garfield Finley and Spartans may send as many as again is entered as a heavyweight.
Wet ensthr doesn’t ...on slow
Giant Slalom.
number one position and both may do very well in the NCAA meet.
Bob Brooks.
three judo stars to the National Smith and Svensen will provide
vs dowel. Yrs, bring thaa, in and
Skiing on almost pure ice,
Mickey Zavack is a strong contender to nab national honors in the
Other potential point getters for AAU Tournament to be held April backing for the kingpin.
we’ll do them. SpciI re with
DRIP Prance/whin’ turned in his
swinging rings. Zavack has shown good form in bagging wins this
As a member of the defending
the Spartans are highjumpers Er- 12 and 13 in Chicago.
ASS card on Tees., Wed. end
best race of the year Saturdaj
season.
champions, Augustine is entered
roll Williams and Don Smith, both
Since the Northern California
Thurs.
as he copped a third place in
In the 180 lb. division. lie will
of whom leaped 6 ft. 4 in. last Team Championships, scheduled
the Class C division, finishing
be presented along with Sttaefloweek, polevaulters Chuck High- tor last Sunday, were cancelled.
CAMPUS
only one-tenth of a second beIn
Babcock
and
ten, Watanabe
tower and Stan Hopkins, both 14- Uchida is looking forward to the
hind former 5.15 ski captain
LAUNDERETTE
this division.
plus vaulters, and hurdlers Clint Senior PAA1’ Meet which will be
Doug Fos. Fox took second.
South Third of Son Salvador
George Uchida is the only SparRedus, Smith and Alonzo Wilkins. held this Sunday, March 9.
In the same class Harry Jone,
He looks with optimism towards tan entered in the 150 lb. class. It Spartan skier from last semester.
In the distance events SJS
will be paced by Wes Rand, Gra- Ben Campbell. Mel Augustine and will be a busy week for him, as finished 10th. Twenty-four men
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
dy Neat, Sans Itoh I Mi Ken Na- George Uchida. and believes they he also appears on the wrestling competed in the C Class.
card for Friday and Saturday
pier. Bond ran the 1 I "1 mile In
"SAYONARA"
In the B Class. Dave’s brother
UNION T-.8olts
nights. There aren’t any entrants Mike, took first. Mike was a forMarlon Brndo
7:11.1 in the interclass. Napier
division.
lb.
130
the
in
"A KID FOR TWO
Sparta
from
tuned up last week by winning
mer COP skier.
Also in the 13
"DEEP ADVENTURE"
FARTHINGS"
The PAAU meet will decide Class, Spartan Jim Nystrom took
the 1320 in 3:08, a new interUnderwater Thriller
the
nationals.
Dori -Celia Johnson
to
which jtICInt’Os go
class record.
12th.
This slalom event was en-sport "KISS ME KATE"
Winter and company appear to
cored by the Heavenly Valley Ski
be strong in the javelin. Dick
Club and the Sqaw Valley Ski
Bocks uncorked the spear 199 ft
EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
STUDIO
Club, with trophies purchased Ian
Glen Ford
the Crystal Bay Club. Fifty-four
"RAINTREE COUNTY"
’Don’t Go Near The Water’
men and seven women competed.
Elizabeth Taylor
Although there are still several
Montgomery Cliff
Joel McCrea
make-up games scheduled, firstThere are 300 sound-absorbing
Eva Marie Saint
"Gunfight Ridge"
half independent in.ramural basholes in each of the 1 ft. x 1 ft
ketball action has finished. Unless
OAKLAND
SAN FRANCISCO
squares on the ceilings of the C,
NEW YORK (UP) - - Kansas
sonic individual can come up with
BERKELEY SAN JOSE
NOW! AT 2 THEATRES!
tennlal Hall. Figuring all ?
State and Cincinnati. which will
Tarthe
night.
scoring
i torrid
squares which adorn the cello,.
75 SOUTH 2nd
clash in the second round of the
ter’s Jim Oliver will be crowned
the hall must surely be a "holy
Phone CYpross 41-2372
MAYFAIR
NCAA basketball tournament on
first-half scoring champ.
CY 7.3060
Cr 3 3353
March 14, stood. 1-2 today in the
tanked 147 points in one.
has
Oliver
’Don’t Go Near the Wafer’
United Press major college ratings
six games to average 24.5 points
"and God
with only one week left to decide
"MOgambo"
per game, a good sized lead over
created woman"
the regular-season championship.
the Old Men’s Tom Hansen. who
MEL .A.UsGpUarStTanINiEudoist
Kansas State, writ& wrenched
has hit 110 In five games for a
Tomorrow
"Everything for the Sportsmanthe Big Eight Conference title
22 point average.
the
in
ample
backing
will
has’
. . . FEATURING . . .
G
LEAGUrFt,
from
Kansas
this
season,
held
the
Invented
down
CENTRAL
the
but
No. 1 spot for the fourth straight likes of Larry Smith, Stan Sven.
Brigitte Mardase
SKI Rentals . . . Retail . . . Repairs
-Emmy Below"
93 S 11.6
week. Coach Tex Winter’s Wild- seri. Larry Stuefloten, Howard Dine Ridioni, Kitrosatoo
SKI Accessories E. Equipment
65 4 .17.2
Don Wilson, Keenan*
cats (20-1) received 26 first-place Watanabe and Chuck Babcock.
SKI Clothing
65 S 13.0
Carl Antilop, Kill.,’.
heavyweight
won
the
Campbell
votes and 324 points in the latest
63 4 15.8
Ed Kelley. Kill.,’.
Let us help you plan you. 5k1 t,;p
last
Meet
PAAU
1
0.0
the
Ss
Kwonkno
at
division
Lae htsgeinyon.
balloting by the 33 outstanding
EASTERN LEAGUE
year and went on to become top
coaches who rate the teams.
64 3 21.3
’s
Larry Curtis, K
Cincinnati. continuing its sea41 3 13.7
William Toone, Evolows
son -long climb in the rankings, ad37 2 18.5
AX 6-2820
1485 Franklin Street
Free Parking
Garry Nelson, Whalers
30 2 ILO
Helsouitt, WhIws
vanced from third to second with
FEBRUARY
14.5
TI 2
five first -place votes and 285
NEW YORK (UPI The United Wayne %ask Whalers
NORTHERN LEAGUE
DINNER SPECIAL
points. Cincinnati (22-2) won the Press major college basketball rat- Torn H
110 5 22.0 Pr’
. Old Men
BREADED VEAL CUTLETS or
won
and
Missouri Valley Conference crown ings (first -place votes
J. MtDoses11. Gamma P 101 6 11.0
HAMBURGER STEAK s41, BROWN GRAVY
SI 5 17.6
POTATOES
Saturday night with an 86-82 tri- lost records through March 1 in Wally Rowe. Old Mon
SOUP
6
14.5
It
Phi
Gamma
Garrison.
Rao
BREAD I BUTTER
VEGETABLE
umph over Wichita and earned a parentheses).
Corbin. NceTrussos 75 S6 2154..05
MA .IS
Harvey
of
Ler,.
loft’.
324
berth opposite Kansas State in the
Kansas State (26) (20-1)
SOUTHERN LEAGUE1 47
tICAA tournament’s Midwest re285 dim Oliver. Tartars
Cincinnati (5) (22-2)
gionals at Lawrence. Kan.
253 Arnsando Merano. Tartars I25 6 20.1
West Virginia (2) (23-1)
65 4 17.3
243 Don Celehice Club 44
This pairing means the tournaSan Francisco (1) (23-1)
41 4 1,14:
June. Baler Hall
ment will lose one of its top at195 Jock Struobine Ulm Hall 60 5 12.0
Temple (22-2)
Roy
tractions early with Bob Boozer
134
Duke (17-6)
WESTERN LEAfiliUl
55
(164)
and Jack Parr leading Kansas
55 John Martin. Roc. Dart.
Michigan State
SI 4 12.8
Orgasics
Miyaiusd
Sob
74
iState against Cincinnati, which
Notre Dame (1) (21-4)
47 4 I 1.II
Roe., Organics
boasts the nation’s top scorer in
60 Ron
’Kansas (17-51
44 4 11.5
545 S. 2nd St. - Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Al Pisiron, IS
()Scar Robertson.
54 ../gaag Polk Jaen. ....
Dayton 123-21 .....
43 3 143

Four Point getters . . .

Gymnasts Roll
Over Stanford
Face Cal Poly

Tourney Action Next . . .

Track Team Meets
Stanford Saturday

Face Biggest Schedule . . .

Coach Hopes To Send
Judo Stars to Finals

Franceschini Takes
Slalom Third Place

041

§P asS1100 RATE"

SSLAIQATOC:A

Oliver Sets Scoring
Pace, Averages 24

Kansas State Tops
UP Basketball Poll

SELIX

SALES RENTALS

PADRE I TOWNE

SANTA CLARA SPORT SHOP

"Sayonara"

"Ground Hog Day" Issue

UP Rankings

SANTA CLARA SPORT SHOP

STANFORD

CHAPARRAL

Now at . . .

The Spartan Book Store

85‘
ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUSLA

4-441PART.C4 14,4n
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LA DANCE

Former Student
In High Position

Peninsula Speaker Opens Spartacamp
:1
mince inteneient
of schools tor Menlo Park, will he
opening speaker at Spartacamp.
which will be held this weekend
at Asilomar. according to Dirk
P.obinson, director, Hornield is a

An oiltgrow
cit the
camp has been -Spartan from the
Start." a booklet sent to all nem,
students
Catholic and Protestant church
services
be held at the camp
on Sunday morning. (Using speaker on Sunday will be K Finlay
Carter, director of Stanford Research Center, who is returning
early from a two week stay in
Washington D.0 in order to attend Spartacamp.
Robinson asks that all fae,:lt..
Consultants at tend the
tants meeting Thursday.
pm
at the Alpha Tau Omega house.
He emphasized that this is %cry
muiortant

A former OS student may be- ’ Married to the former Mildred
come instrumental in shaping Bowling, who was a limited student at SJS, Farley lives in Aleworld affairs.

Sen. Thompson Hits
Bogus Machines,
Medical Quackery

The former student’s name is
Philip J. Farley, State Department adviser who attended SJS
from 1933 to 1933 and received an
associate of arts degree. His part
in shaping world affairs may involve future disarmament negotiations with the Russians. He has
been mentioned as a possible successor to Harold Stassen.
After two years at SJS, where
he maintained better than a B
average. Farley went to the University of California at Berkeley.
At the University he received
A.B., M.A. and Ph.D. degrees, his
Ph.D. being in English. Ile taught
at Corpus Christi Junior College,
Tex.. for a year before going into
the Army Air Corps.
Farley served with the Strategic Bombing Command in the
European Theater and later in
the Far Eastern Theater. Following the war, he went to
Washington to w-rite a report
for the War Departme-nt, and
to. became an employee of the
Ato .. lc Energy Commission. In
I954. he transferred to the State
Departinent w he-re he is IIIIW
employed :Pi an 3115iser on atomic energy matter:.

xandria. Va., with his wife and
three children. Farley has two
brothers; David. a graduate of
SJS teaching in Campbell, and
Thomas, who is a minister of education at the First Methodist
Church of Riverside, Calif.

All Girls Invited
To Hawaiian Party
Hawaiian music, hula dancing,
fresh cocoanut cake and cold pineapple juice will be featured at a
party for all girls at the Kappa
Alpha Theta house, 171 S. 11th
St., Sunday at 7 p.m.
The party is being held for any
SJS girl interested in taking ii
tour to Hawaii this summer, to
attend a seven-week session of
summer school at the University

Medical quackery and fratiduj
tent novelty machines were diiicussed by State Sen. John "Jack" ,
of Hawaii or just for a vacation.
very dynamic speaker and will Thompson at a meeting of the
A movie about Hawaii will be
start SJS’s annual leadership Young Republicans last week.
This may look like fun. but it is actually work.
and Corinne Kason and Clark Mires. First repi-making (lane,. routines for "Tama loo." a mumtraining camp off on the "right
Sen. Thompson told the geom.
hearsal for the show began last night. "Tama shown and the tour accomodations
it-al comedy written for this year’s "Revelries,"
100" is scheduled to run May 2, 3, A. 9, and lo in
foot."
will be discussed.
that both quackery. and the maare Dixie Lee Johnson and David Schmitt, left;
Morris Dailey Auditorium.photo by Jim Baldwin
Wil- chines are being investigated le
Ray Freeman and
Any- girls .interested in attendliams. past directors of Sparta- t
State Senate Interim Commit- Radio Club To Tour
ing the party may call Mrs. Wilcamp will also attend. Freeman tee on Public Health, of which h.
liam LaFollette at CY 3-9142 for
Institute This Month
is a member,
was ASB president last year.
reservations.
Members of the SJS Anix
In explanation of Spartacamp
As an example. Sen. Thompson
pics
I
idc
entert
ainment
heir
and
Faculty
members
madwayl
Robinson said that it was started cited the case of a mackine which. : Radio Club will tour the Stanon a small scale five years ago as: it was claimed, could diagnose a , ford Reseach Institute sometime guests will attend rhe Shamrock through the dance. During the
a series of discussion groups con- I patient and recommend a cure on early this month, according to Shuffle," a dance to be held at evening, prizes will be awarded
7:30 p.m. Saturdas at Havenly
eerning students and their re- basis of handwriting analysis only. Dick Bristow, club president.
the department with the highest
lation to activities. The camp has
Ile said people who are suscepThe club received an invitation Foods.
percentage of faculty in attenprogressed along with the growth tible to quackery and these ma- , to tour an unrestricted section of
The dance is sponsored by The
dance and to the individuals or
of actiities at SJS until it now chines are usually the desperately’ the Institute front Dr. Allan G. Dorians, faculty social club.
MEETINGS
Student Nurses Association, exincludes 200 campers, 40 counse- ill who will try anything to save Peterson of Stanford. The date
The "Green Doers." a band com- couples who show the most original
Amateur Radio Club, meeting ecutive hoard meeting, tonight
lors and a large group of faculty their list’s.
has not been selected as yet.
posed of faculty membem s. will wearing of the green.
and code class, tomorrow, 7:30 6:30, regular meeting, 7, 1393.
_
p.m., Elle.
REANERY BULLETIN
Christian Science Organization, Cafeteria
speaker, W. Norman Cooper, Entrees:
30 cents
"Man’s Sonship with God Reveal- Turkey with dressing
30 cents
ed Through Christian Science," Meat Roll
55 cents
I I
Plate lunch
today, 4 p.m., College Chapel.
Christian Science Organization, Coop
regular testimonial meeting, to- Entrees:
Baked stuffed cabbage
Students interested in summer
WANTED: DIRT EXPERT
The correct procedure is simple. day, 7:30 p.m., College Chapel.
Like most jobs, small irritation:
By RAY HELSER
40 cents
rolls
employment in Los Angeles, and
"I wonder if you could connect
"Could you please connect me plague the "most alkative women You simply flick the receiver up
CSTA, panel discusion on stu40 cents
who are proficient In practical me with ah . . well . . . ah . . . witft a dirt expert?" another cal- on campus." The most common is and down a couple of times and dent teachers, Thursday, 3:30 p.m. Ravioli
Plate lunch
50 cents
mathematics may sign up for an you see, ah well . .
we’ve got ler requested. These calls were that many people don’t know how the operator will ask where the TB33.
interview with the Prudential In- bees in our trees!"
quickly refered to the Science De- to transfer a cal from on exten- call is to be transferred. She
Huddle, meeting, tonight, 7.
suranoe Co. of America agent in
The above request is just one partment.
then connects the party to the
sion to another.
Huston’s
International. Relations Club,
the placement Office, Adminis- of the countless call that have
new extension.
model U.N. delegation will preHOBBY SHOP
tration 234,
gone through the campus switchThere are a number of callers
pare policy, tonight, 7, CH135.
Model Plan,
Boat%
W. H. Spooner. Prudential’s board.
that ask the same question "I’d
Handicraft
Kappa
Phi,
cabinet
meeting,
toagent, will.conduct the interviews! Mrs. Pat Allard and Mrs. Jean
like to speak to so and so who is
"Everything for Your Needs"
today at 4 p.m. in the Placement : Luciani are usually the owners of
a student there." These calls us- night, 7, 1133 Laurie.
293 S. 1st
CY 4-6050
Phi Alpha Theta, meeting, toOffice.
oally, are referred to the housing
the pleasant voices that greet you
morrow. 7:30 p.m., CH162.
According to the Placement Of- , when you dial the SJS operator.
office.
f ice, no experience is necessary I If you happen to call when they’
WHERE TO REGISTER?
Sanitary Science Society, speakDon’t gamble with
and there is no class or major are taking a break, you might be
The switchboard is busiest at er, Dr. D. E. Madsen, medical
requirment. However, salary will ’ speaking to green-eyed Camille
the beginning of each semester. problems in Far East, tonight,
your eyes . . .
be based on class standing.
People constantly inquire where 7:30, 5142.
%Vrathall. their relief operator. The
Your eyes are too precious
Students should be interested night voice belongs to blue-eyed
they should register. Then when
Ski Club, meeting. tonight, 7:30,
to take chances with. You
in practical mathematics rather Evelyn Vincent
the rush is over and confused de- S112.
can always be sure of getthan theoretical mathematics, beMrs. Allard has worked here
partments become "un-confused,"
Student Christian Center, disting exac tl y the right
cause Prudential’s training pro- ’ for three years and feels that
things get back to normal.
cinsion on lodges and fraternal
glasses alien you see . . .
gram lists extensive training in the most interesting thing about
The next time you dial the organizations, today, 3:30 p.m.. 92
Dr. Jack H. Chennell
fundamentals, records, and sta- the job itself Is the growth of
friendly girls in the switchboard S. 5th St.
tistics of insurance.
office, remember that they are
Student Chriatian Center, Rev.
the switchboard. "When I firSt
Optometrist
The work days will be seven came here," she said, "we had
extremely understanding. They Donald Emmel, "Sex Intercourse in
254 S. SECOND
CY 5-2747
and one-half hours long, five days only right incoming lin.... and
will gladly refer your call to the Human Experience." tonight, 7,
Member SPAR -TEN
a week, with the possibility of the: 120 extensions. Noss sic have
proper authorities whether it’s Student Christian Center.
position leading to permanent 330 extensions and It incoming
for a "bone" expert or simply,
employment.
"Who do I are for something?"
Some of the calls that have
come through the switchboard
have made the girls chuckle even
SJS switchboard operators slum n above are Slesdames Pat Allthough the party on the other end
ard in foreground and Jean Lteciani. Strange respiestet are a conwas serious. One caller asked.
stant occurrence for the niost "talkative" women on campus.
staff photo
-We’ve got some old bones in our
P. A Isbei_: will present a de- back yard and we were wonderThe 30 Club has a new name!
According to 30 Club president
monstration of sterophonic tape ing if you could tell us who might
Cathy Ferguson, this SJS women’s
recording at the meeting of the , know something about them?"
f
Institute of Radio Engineers to- ,
journalism club has been accepted into Theta Sigma Phi, national
night at 7130 in E 11R.
I
honorary women’s journalism fraIsberg, who is in charge of audio
’A" I doing the
Jerry Gibbons was elected presi- Guild’s "Prop
ternity.
development at Ampex Corp., will
commercials.
dent of Alpha Delta SigMa, naplay a 43 minute tape entitled
Since this is a national fraterOne
purpose
of
Alpha Delta
’’Around the Woria in Stereotional advertising fraternity, at
nity, there will be some changes
Sigma is to meet advertising in pledging
phonic Sound." Also, he will disrequirements. ProsAll rushees are ii. ited to a its fiftit meeting of the semester
cuss binaural tape recording and Chi Pi Sigma smoker to be held Tuesday. Jack Brotherton is the people and agencies. The frater- pective members must have a C
nity
acts
as
a
tie
between
advervideo tape recording for TV.
plus over-all grade point average
tonight at 7:30 at the professional
new vice president. Secretary and tising professionals and students
This demonstration should be of police fraternity’s house, 507 N.
and a B grade point average in
who major in 11,4 field,
Bob
by
held
treasurer
offices
are
journalism and must be juniors.
particular interest to hi-fl fans, 3rd St., according to historian Art
respecDixon
Gilmore
and
Ken
The 30 Club will continue for
according to Royce Detwilder, Tetrault.
those who aren’t yet eligible for
member of I.R.E.
A jazz trio will provide enter- tively.
Trampoline
Available
Gibbons said the fraternity will
During the business meeting, tainment, refreshments will be
membership in Theta Sigma Phi.
Dr.
; Gostafsi in. assts - Plans for the future of the two ora new club secretary will be served and a special act will be participate in the Radio-Television
elected.
tant professor
physical educa- ganizations will be discussed toperformed. New officers for the
.
fraternity are: Arnold Bertotti Co-Rec To Feature
tion, has invited women who would night at 6:30 when 30 Club meets
College of the Pacific was es- president: Bill Laster, vice presilike to work out on the trampoline in J107.
tablished in 1851 near the present dent; Cliff Smith, treasurer, and Carnival Tomorrow
to come to the Ken’s Gym afterintersection of San Fernando and Arvid Peterson, secretary.
SJS is the oldest state institufor
giiniis .ind
3rd Sts. It Was known at the time
Meetings will be held on Tues- all will be featured at Co-Rec’s noons after 3:30 p.m., according to tion for higher education in Calia: California Wesleyan College.
fornia.
day nights. Dress is coat and tie. "Carnival Capers" tomorrow night Sue Brown, SJS student,
at 8:30 an the Women’s Gym, according to Lucia Thompson, publicity chairman.
AU regular events. volleyball,
dancing. cards, and ping-pong, will
begin at 7:30 and continue throughout the evening.
FOR RENT
Complete dinette set, 312.50. Sg .
when that great ship went down and the
Chests 58.50.
Room., kit. priv., linen. Prke. S mattresses. $8.50
’- Study tables. $2. Misc. heaters, $1Wk. from college. Men. 47 S. 8th.
last thing to leave the sinking ship was
3750.
FR
8-5612
or
CY
3-2275.
BE A MAGICIAN
St CY 3-9618
a bottle of Coca-Cola. That’s because all
Finest Automotive Maintenance
Furn. Studio Apts. 1 blk. college.
WANTED
WRITE
Excellent Lubrication
325 each. CY 2-21’52. Es-c, Sat. &
hands stuck to Coke to the end. Now there’s
Sun
2 GIRLS to share mod. apt. Pool.
Fast, Courteous Servica
- _ 1476 S. 7th,
DR. MEYER BLOCH
popularity! That’s the kind of loyalty
Apt 7. $37.50. CY 3-,
FOR SALE
Convenient
OM
the sparkling lift, the good taste of Coke
’Al Ft/RD "soe Convert. Jet ’ MALE student to share apt. $W
If you’re lot* for class, we’ll pork your car for yea
engenders. Man the lifeboats, have a Coke!
black, wh nylon top WW. RASH. uuu S 211/1 St Apt 1.
Power steer. & brakes CY 3-9814
Eastern Magical Society
SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
betw. 6-7 p.m ask for Bruce. 158 HOME with college couple in reS. 6th St.
turn for child care. AL 2-4105
240 RIVINGTON STREET
98 SOUTH FOURTH
CY 5-8968
Settled under authority of The Cora -Colo Company by
student, $15. Fiber rug. es eves.
New York 2, N.Y.
Across from Student Union
32, 817. Miller. 639 S. 3rd.
DICK RODINsOX

. Directer

Faculty Members, Guests To Attend
’Shamrock Shuffle’ Saturday Night

cpaptaguide

Insurance CompanY Students, Faculty Hord Questioning
Interviewing Today ,
In Placement Office, I owara Most Talkative Women On

Attitu e
Campus

WHO DO I SEE ABOUT . . .?

IRE To Feature
Tape Recording

30 Club Becomes
Theta Sigma Phi

1

Rushees Invited
To Police Smoker

CLASSIFIEDS

Alpha Delta Sigmas Elect Officers;
To Take Part in Radio-TV Pro iec

(On

It was sad...
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